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Abstract
This study shows the challenges the Engl ish Language Learners face in learning reading at
the Elementary level: implementing reading strategies for them: and choosing effective
strategies for the students to learn reading more easi ly. The findings of the study show that
teachers use d ifferent strategies according to the language proficiency level of the
students. ELL students face challenges i n communication. pronunciation. sound recognition.
and vocabulary. As a strategy to overcome these challenges. the teachers emphasize learning
phonics and vocabulary. Observations of three teachers in three mainstream c lassrooms show
that teachers implement nearly similar strategies for teaching phonics and vocabulary. The
research concluded that in different rural E lementary schools i n the M idwest have a d ifferent
number of English Language Learners. Monolingual E L L students· learning is slower than
bilingual students. The performance of the students in learning reading is positively affected
by the special support of the E S L teacher and an extra one on one support from the teachers.
The teachers implement numerous strategies according to the learning requirements of the
E L I �s. Letter-sound. letter-recognizing. and repetition of words are etlective strategies to
develop reading skil l s of E L Ls. The teachers implement those strategics by applying ' isual
aid and home language supports from different resources to develop vocabulary skills. E L L
students need extra time and support for learning reading skills.
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Dedication
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C HAPTER ONE
Introduction
English i s a language which is wry popular and dominant all

0\

er the world. It i s taught

and learnt in schools across the world ( Paradis. 20 1 6) . In most of the countries English i s used
as their ofli c i al language. It is used as international language throughout the world. In this fast
communication era where all people are connected with each other. they speak in a common
l anguage. which is English. Nm\ a days learning English is a basic need of students.
Besides this phenomenon. there is another side of the picture. People of some countries
do not speak. teach and learn the Engl i sh Language. Inside the country. they speak their home
language. When their official language is home l anguage. for international communication they
hire interpreters. In this case when people of those countries migrate from their home country to
other countries l ike in the United States of America ( U .S.A. ). they face trouble in
communication. M i grated students enter U . S . schools with their home languages. and they need
to learn Engli sh as a secondary language for academics and interaction. Those students are
called English Language Learners ( EL L s ). Some E L L s know basic English. but some do not.
There are approximately 5.5 million E L L students attending United States ( ll . S ) public
schools. Of these 80% speak Spanish and 20% speak other languages. These students are more
likely to hm e reading difficulties in schools ( Swanson. Orosco & Lussier. 2 0 1 1 ) Teachers arc
.

concerned about hm\ best to help their increasing numbers of Engli sh Language Learners ( EL L )
succeed i n reading ( Ogle & Corca-Kovtun. 20 1 0 ).
Reading is a very important and foundational necessity to achie\c academic success
( Huang. & Konold. 2 0 1 4 ) . Learning Engli sh is not on!_\ important for Engl ish Language
Learners \\ho are immigrants. hut it is a need of al l students to learn academic English
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language. Students whose native language i s not Engl ish face many difiic ulties in learning
English because they have to learn Engl i sh for two purposes. social and academic. Improving
reading skills is a l ink in the chain of learning. E L L students need extra help to develop reading
ski l l s. In thi s regard. teachers should be ready to assist them with extra support by using diverse
teaching strategies.
The educational system of the U . S . is seeing a growing number of immigrant students i n
schools who learn more than one language. For many students. their home language is different
from the Engl ish language i n in terms of structure. word order. sound system. or word formation
pattern ( L i . 20 1 6. p.7). Educational authorities take special efforts by arranging special teachers
and teaching plans for Engli sh Language learners. The educational system of U . S . welcome
E L L s and provides them full opportunities to learn Engli sh in schools. In this scenario.
responsibility resides with teachers creating strong approaches and individualized learning
opportunities for E L L s . Teaching E L L students is an additional task for all teachers. It is a
challenge for teachers providing readi ng instruction to make sure that all students are learning
( Dorr. 2006).
Teachers play a crucial role for E L L students by applying different strategies to teach
reading. Teachers apply different approaches like the language experience approach. the use of
computers. adaptive reading instruction. linguistics lessons. and b i l ingual
programs. Traditionally. phonics and vocabulary are the basics for teaching reading ( A ugust ct
al. 2 0 1 4 ). These basic ideas were the same from the olden days. l ike in 1 950s several articles
were published on the same topics ( Dorr. 2006 ). which mentioned the same basics of teaching
reading. Using a variety of approaches for teaching reading to E L L students gives options to
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teachers for selecting flexible methods as they can learn the reading ski l l s without difficult:
( Dorr. 2006 ) .
U sing wel l planned lessons for teaching reading a t the el ementary level i s i mportant for
ELLs as they achie\ e their academic goals and learn to read. Di fferent reading strategies are
used to plan for teaching EL Ls reading. Older ELL students may hm e some understanding of
their home language and they could use this as part of the approach for learning a nevv
language. To improve read ing skills. teachers generall y start their approach with the basics. It i s
helpful fo r teachers t o know background knowledge of the ELL s and the language they speak at
home. It is also important to know if they have any prior knowledge of English. Afterwards.
teacher can suggest or decide strategies for E L L s for teaching them reading.
Studying printed material aloud or silently is called reading. Reading is a skil l \vhich
students need to learn for academic success. ELL students typicall y face hard times and cross
more than one stage to reach a proficiency level of reading. Teachers apply many different
strategies to overcome the struggles of sloV\ readers. My research is focused on finding out what
useful strategies teachers are applying for EL L students. yielding good results in learning to read
and how they are implementing those strategies in the class room.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of the study was to im cstigate the reading strategies applied by the teachers
in mainstream elassroom to improve Engl i sh reading ski lls in E L L s . The study \\as conducted in
grade 2.3 and 4. In addition. the study was also looking at chal lenges the E L Ls face in learning
reading skills and hm\ teachers implement certain reading strategics in the mainstream
classroom for EL.Ls. My study was related to the E L L students. who faced difliculty to learn
reading because Lnglish is not their home language and they learn Engl i sh as their secondar�
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language. I hoped to discover the effective strategics to improve their reading skills and special
measures which were needed to be taken to implement those strategies. M y research was based
on observation in the reading class and interviews with the teacher and a survey for the student to
complete with the help of parents.
Research Questions
I state my research purpose in the form of questions.
I.

\Vhat kind of d ifficulties do E L L students face in imprO\ ing reading

(phonics, vocabulary) ?
2.

What strategies are teachers using t o improve reading i n the E L L

students? H o w d o teachers implement strategies i n reading c lass for the E L L
students. so they can learn reading easily?
3.

What strategics can be effective for the E L L students?

My study depended on questions. It described reading strategies using by the teachers in
mainstream classroom for the E L L s. This research was based on the strategies applied and
implemented by the teachers for the E L L students to improve their reading skills and the
challenges faced by them in learning reading. This study was based on the theoretical work
focused on finding effective reading strategies and how teachers improved reading skills of the
ELLs.
This study was comprised o n reading strategies. It

\\US

a qualitative approach o f study.

The class teachers were observed while teachers were teaching reading. a survey was given to
the students comprised of q uestions. The interviews were conducted with the teachers by asking
a few 4uestions related to the application and implemention of reading strategics for the ELL
students to improve reading skills.
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Rationale of the Study
The purpose of the study \Vas to obsen c and notice reading strategies the teachers appl ied
for the E L L students in mainstream classroom to improve reading ski lls and fac ing challenges b)
the E L L students for learning reading. Students were expected to improve their reading
skills. There are many strategies for developing reading ski l l s of the E L Ls. It was observed that
\\hi ch strategies were better to apply for the E L L students to improve reading ski lls and how the
teachers implemented them. The main objectiYe was to equip the students with the important
skil l s to read wel l .
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CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review
Learning to read is an essential part of academics. It is basic of all academic learnings.
especially in elementary schools. but a child starts learning basic sounds before entering
elementary school. The phenomenon is different for students \vho enter in the United States of
America ( lJ. S.A.) from schools of different counties where English is not their first language.
English Language Learners ( EL L s ) need more attention and extra support from teachers in
schools for reading because they are low in academics and face different problems in
learning. Teachers have to take them vvith all other students in the class and as well as improve
their reading skill s which i s necessary learning for all other courses.
Step by step learning makes it easy for the students to improve their reading skil l s l ike
phoneme awareness for learning sounds. phonics for learning letters. fl uency for recognizing
words quickly and accurately. and comprehension skills for understanding the text. Recognizing
the letters with sounds helps students in making words. Knowledge of l etter-name and letter
sound is important to identify alphabetic information. Students need to be fl uent in recognizing
letters and making sounds. The speed in naming letters represents that students have command
on basic knowledge (Clemens. Mark. Bruke & Yu Wu. 2 0 1 7 ) . This is basic step towards
reading Speed in naming letters increases students· speed in reading words. I f a student is
fl uent in recognizing and reading words. can be fluent in reading text too.
This step is critical to i mprove vocabulary as students can read easil y and
fl uently. Another skill that is required for students to read i n formational text to grasp oral
reading. Learning vocabulary plays an essential role i n improving reading. Teachcrs recognize
students· reading skills and make tremendous efforts to accommodate these strategies for ELL
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students. Vocabulary know ledge is an essential step to be taken by the students for learning
reading. That's why teachers always give effe ctiw \ Ocabulary instructions for teaching
reading ( Wessels. 2 0 1 1 ).
English Language Learners and Reading
Students whose first language is not English. may have encountered some
difficulties in understanding reading and writing in the classrooms. This phenomenon affects
their learning and success in schools because they cannot understand the instructions of the
teacher and they are unmvare of basics of the language ( Swanson. 2 0 1 1 ). Increasing numbers of
FLL students made everyone realized a proper teaching atmosphere for E L L students in a school
has much importance (Ogle & Corea-Kovtun. 2 0 1 0 ) . Academic success of immigrant students i s
a national concern ( Su llivan. Houri & Sadeh. 20 1 6 ) . Particularly. teachers try t o improve
students· academic performance in reading. so they can improve learning in other subjects as
well such as social studies and science. Therefore. teachers apply d ifferent strategies for getting
output from the students in many areas of curriculum especially in reading and writing. Students
take a lot of time to improve academic language rather than social language. Having language
support activities with high q uality instructions make content more comprehensible to E L L
students. fo r example a story retell task can be added i n the lesson t o make it more effective for
the students ( Anthony. 2008 ).
Students take time to pick up academic language because immigrant students come \\ ith
varied educational outcomes ( Sull irnn. Houri & Sadeh. 20 1 6 ). With the company of other
students. they can start to speak English easily. hut in academic language there are
many learning difficulties for them. For this purpose. students need to move on step hy step
constantly so that. they can achieve their goals ( Ogle & Corea-Kmtun. 2 0 I 0 ) . Students
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who learn reading and speaking at the same time. need more attention because they dmd
kno\\ basic English. It would be hard for them to understand the instructions. which could be
challenging for teachers. Some students can speak well but haYe less proper reading ability so.
they face fewer hurdles because of understanding verbal instructions by the
teachers. Teachers provide special support for learning reading to E L L students by applying
different strategies for them ( Ogle & Corea-Kovtun. 20 1 0) . Teachers are l ooking for effective
strategies to teach reading skills. In the past. some teaching strategies were not ..one size fit an··
but. rather it was considered the strengths and challenges of teaching with students who were
learning to speak and read in Engl ish at the same time ( H elman. & Burns. 2008).
Phonological Awareness and Phonics
One of the initial steps in learning E ng l i sh is inventing spelling through individual letters
and the sounds of letters (Wolf 2 0 1 6). This is the initial stage when students with the help of
sounds of the letters can invent spel l ings ( Lopez & Mc Eneaney. 2 0 1 2). Beginning readers use
the alphabetic principles: the idea that. letters represent specific sounds. breakout the sounds in
words and make letter-sound connections ( Wolf 2 0 1 6).
For E L L students. a teacher needs to gi\C extra support by applying some strategies
which make students comfortable taking instructions in academics and following them. In the
beginning year of the schooling teacher gives instructions of phonological awareness as students
can recognize words with the help of phonemes and syllables. For de\ elopment of phonological
awareness in students. teachers use instructional strategies. Head start program is an example by
applying instructions to give phonological awareness to the preschooler. U nderstanding of the
students that alphabets have sounds in English. a \ Vord can be broken down in to phonemes. and
blending and segmenting of a word into syl lables are the main tasks to imprO\ e reading
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ski lls ( Skibbe at el. 20 1 6 ) . Phonological a\\areness makes students mapping sounds as they can
pronounce a word. Thi s is a basic i nformation for students to know that how to start reading.
Head Start program for the children age birth to five implement a comprehensive
Curriculum for the dewlopment of children. This supportive program targeted language and
l iteracy development ( Skibbe at el. 20 1 6 ). These kinds of supportiYe programs ever help
students to improve their reading skil l s . Jn thi s program phonological awareness is the most
important for the children in preschool. Children sta11 l earning and catching sounds exactly from
the age of two years ( Apfelbaum. Hazeltine & M cMurray. 2 0 1 2 ) . Pre-schooling o f a child
ful fi lls basic need of learning. lf base is strong. students never forget understanding of the words
and their interest will be deYcloped in reading. Even experts are always in favor of phonological
support for children ( Apfelbaum. H azeltine & Mc Murray. 2 0 1 2 ) .
N o doubt phonological awareness can b e thought-provoking for the students because
sometimes students could not pronounce the correct sound of a word ( Sk ibbe at el. 2 0 1 6) . E L L
students belong to different regions of the world and their accent i s already affected b y their
home language. so they may not be able to pronounce exact sounds. In this case phonological
awareness can be challenging for the students. Phonological awareness is a basic tool for
teaching reading. but at the same time teachers need to be very careful about the
pronunciations.
Learning the Engl ish language is a need of students who come to school with their home
language and their priority is getting on education in the U . S. ( Palacios & Kibler. 20 1 6 )

.

If

students start schooling from preschool. teachers can guide them from the beginning. I n
preschools. fo r supp011ing to the students. teacher encourage them t o identify combining sounds
to form syllables. words and sentences ( Skibbe ct al. 20 1 6 ) . In that stage. there is a goal behind
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the learning of children that they should exhibit some skills ( Ski bbe et al. 2016). In this wav
teachers connect students with their actual learning.
\Vi th the help of phonics students recognize the familiar words and decode unfamil i ar
words with the help of sounds. For guiding the students, there i s a need to lead them through
leveled books and leveled phonics by the teacher as they can adopt a proper way for improving
reading skills. In that case, teachers can guide a small group of students or one-to-one under
their directions. They can mTange different phonics activities for the children ( Morris, 2015) as
students can l earn the relationship between sound and written letters. I n this way students can
learn how to spell words. Through phonics teachers give a way for learning that hO\v letters
correspond to sounds and how to use this knowledge in reading.
Reciting Rhymes
Rhyming words are also helpful for learning reading. Rhymes are corelated with
phonological awareness. Recognizing and producing rhyming words help students to improve
phonological awareness. Teachers can be involved in the activity for making rhymes
and singing. S inging is an instructional tool of teachers for teaching reading. This strategy can
make students fluent in reading. Regular repetition of words in a song help
English Language Learners with fluently grasping the concept of speaking. To become good
readers, students need to read more ( I wasaki . at cl. 2013) . Singing is an activity which does not
let students be bored and they can spend more time for reading. In facL more reading builds
fl uency in the students. ELL students need rhyming songs. saying di fferent phrases. and
identifying syllables of word related strategies. Teachers can use these tools for improving
reading skil l s ( Skibbe et al. 2016).
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Focus on l i stening. rhyming. and beginning sounds help students to learn reading at an
early age. Students can learn with fun activities. Some students have the advantage of bili ngual
language. they can speak two languages at a time. They don ·t ha\ c that much diniculty
understanding the English language. At this stage teachers connect home. school and
community altogether to support the students in their learning ( Palacios & Kibler.
2016). Children have abi l ity to think and produce so in this case when a student i s bilingual.
language-related skil l s can help in learning language after language. Students can think in their
home language to grasp the learning ( Palacios & Kibler. 2016).
When students start to read selected text. teachers can help them with read aloud
strategies. They can read aloud for students challenging texts on dail y basis. Selection of the
text is an i mportant task for the teacher. If the choice of text is according to the students·
i nterest. they l isten very carefully. Asking questions during the read aloud stimu late students by
clarifying the text ( Morris. 2015). Elementary teachers can replace the rhyming activity with
read aloud text to prepare students to face the challenges of reading.
Vocabulary Learning
Another factor which throws effect on language learning is when students enter in grade
level without considering their proficiency level. Students start learning home language as early
as the age of two. while in school the process starts systematically. After learning phonics. there
is a need of learning vocabulary. It i s a kind of knowledge which i s very i mportant for the
students being successful in learning reading. Students should learn d i f ferent words and
discuss their meaning as they can uti lize words in reading and \>vriting as wel l .
Teachers· instructions for vocabulary learning must b e strong a s students connect
unknown vocabulary to their known knowledge. There is another need to assess the prior
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knowledge of the students as according to that knowledge teachers can apply
di fferent strategies ( Wessels. 2011). Reciprocal teaching strategy makes students confident in
reading. A student could be confident when they understand the text exactly. That " s why it
could be better for students by giving them opportunities to find and d i scuss meaningful
vocabulary ( Wessels. 2011) . A confident reader would be able to put up questions from the text.
A fter reading and understanding of the text. students would be able to ask for some clarifications
( Wi ll i am. 2010). Teachers can support students" reading with powerful books by focusing on
higher level knowledge and more vocabulary challenges ( Wessels. 2011).
Mastery of academic language is a crucial determinant of success with academic content
for E L L s ( Taboada & Rutherford. 2011 ) . A key component of academic language i s. academic
vocabulary. Academic vocabulary comprises technical words that"s why learning social
l anguage is easier step for the students as compare to academic language ( Taboada &
Rutherford. 2011). Learning discipline-specific vocabulary words and text structures. involves
acquiring both content knowledge. and reading skills simultaneously ( Taboada & Rutherford,
2011 ). Other techniques shown to be effective for E L L s includes. building background
knowledge by previewing key vocabulary through definitions. In case of context-rich sentences.
questioning students throughout the reading can help them to connect new texts with the
students· understanding of the meaning of the passages. Showing students Yideo c lips that help
contextual ize the story to be read can also be effective ( August. McCardle. & Shanahan. 2014).
Many E L L students. especially recent immigrants. arc less fami liar w ith the vocabulary.
syntax. and phonology of English. If a student does not have a word i n their oral vocabulary. it
takes away an anchor for their word-reading development ( H elman. & Burns. 2008). Emergent
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readers may memorize a small set of words by remembering them visual ly. but this method will
be too cumbersome for developing reading proficiency.
The knowledge of thc word " s meaning will improve understanding of text because. the
student can construct more accurate model of the text by knowing the meaning of word
usage. For E LLs. morphological awareness can provide a bridge from native language to second
language. This awareness w i l l be highlighting similar units of meaning within both languages.
which can support reading in content areas ( Goodwin. Lipsky. & Ahn. 2012). Providing
explicit instruction by enhancing quality of instructions and using additional reading materials.
provide extra support for the E L Ls. which helps them to achieve significantly greater success
during the year on multiple measures of reading texts. U sing gestures. v isuals. and facial
expressions while teaching vocabulary can assist students to understand the meaning of new
words (Manyak. at eL 2014).
Helping E L Ls to develop their abi lity to read informational text and acquire academic
Engl ish vocabulary is critical. yet there is l ittle research to guide teachers on how to accompl i sh
this. Teachers expressed concern that. not only the bilingual students but also many other
struggling readers were fa l ling behind because they couldn "t navigate content materials ( Ogle
& Corea-Kovtun. 2010). The best component to improve the reading of ELL students is to work

on words ( Goodwin ct al . 2012 ) To work on sight words. sounds and vocabulary are the key
.

points to encourage the E L L students to improve their abi l ity to read. Beginners always face
trouble in reading. so visual support proves effective in their i mprovement of vocabular). In this
way students achieve their targets. A wide range of vocabulary helps the students to i mpro,·e
reading ( S i lverman & H ines. 2009).
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Researchers agree that. insufficient vocabulary knowledge i s a critical problem for man1
young children. particularly for Engl ish Language Learners ( Si lverman & I lines. 2009). Recent
research suggests that complementing the traditional story book reading format. in which
children hear a book that read aloud and note the static p ictures with a multimedia presentation.
reinforces the meaning of the text and may benefit children ( Silverman & H ines. 2009). The
traditional method is to read story books for learning vocabulary and improving reading levels.
But children are fascinated from picture story books l ike fantasy worlds which
attracts them to learn more. In this regard. multimedia also plays a role in supporting the
ELLs. With the presentation of multimedia. students can watch. l isten the story. and read the
text aloud at the same time. It helps them a lot to learn i n the wel l -established classroom
envi ronment.
Oral Reading Fluency
Oral reading fluency refers to the abi lity to read text accurately. with enough speed to
allow sentences to cohere with appropriate prosody for example pausing at the right place. Oral
reading fluency is not a pure ski l l . but it depends on the reader·s automaticity in recognizing or
decoding words. and his or her abi lity to comprehend. The National Reading Panel ( N RP )
considered two basic approaches to teaching fluency i n dependent reading practice and guided
oral reading with repetition.
Various instructional procedures were effective in developing E LLs· oral reading fluenc1
( August et al.. 2014). While most of the studies examined the fluency effects. Only one of these
studies focused primaril y on guided repeated oral reading. The instructional approach was found
effective with native speakers of Engl i sh. it was also effectiw for E LLs. Six studies found
positiw fluency outcomes for EL Ls taught in small groups or one-on-one settings with
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tutors ( August et al.. 20 1 4) . After recognizing words. next step is to become fluent i n reading.
This will be the next step to i mprove reading in E L L

students.

Repetition of Text
Repetition of text is an effective strategy to improve reading skills in E L L students.
Various studies found that repetition of text is a powerful strategy to i mprove reading ( A ugust
et al. 2014 ). Students often struggle with content-specific vocabulary. The literacy coaches
wanted to know what they could do better in support of these students ( Ogle & Corea-Kovtun.
20 I 0). The research shows that EL Ls are interested in approaching unfamiliar words and use
their efforts to use those words in writing. It has shown the same kind of strategies are effective
for both E L L students and mono l ingual students to read English. Now the responsibility goes to
the teacher. they should be more prepared for their teaching as the students grow older ( Anthony.
200 8 ) . Their strategy must be changed for slower learners.
In oral reading. students must l i sten and understand the text thafs why they need more
vocabulary. I f they do not have strong vocabulary. they can"t get the point from l i stening to the
text. Teachers often read the text book orally to students. and students don"t have an opportunity
to practice text reading or develop an understanding of the key vocabulary because it is al l orall y
presented. Students need t o read daily from materials at their instructional or independent

reading level. I f they are going to improve as readers. students need regular opportunities to talk
and use academic vocabulary and discourse to make the concepts their own ( Ogle & Corea
Kovtun. 20 1 0 ).
Learning is enhanced when students ask and answer their

own

questions. Factual

knowledge is important in content learning: however. students need regular opportunities to
think at higher levels. Students need to he guided in using informational texts and
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textbooks. Many EL Ls are hesitant to speak even in small-group settings: partner reading and
talking i s more beneficial and prO\ ides opportunity to all students d i scuss about
academic content (Ogle. & Corea-Kovtun. 2010).
E L L students need h i gh quality instructions to learn reading skil l s l ike decoding. fluency.
vocabulary and oral reading by using strategies. There is no need to delay the instructions for
E L L students while reaching a speci fi c level of Engl ish oral proficiency. Explicit and
i ntensive instructions give high quality output of E L L students. E L L students can respond to
instructional interventions. even those originall y designed for monolingual English students.
( Anthony. 2008)
Factors which Influence Learning Reading
For English Language Learners. the language acquisition is the basic thing to
learn. Second language acquisition fac i litates and assists in transitioning from first l anguage to
second l anguage ( Anthony. 2008). One of the initial steps of learning Engl i sh is through
inventing spelling. Students vv ith the help of sounds of the letters can invent the
spellings.

( Lopez & Mc Eneaney. 2012). Beginning readers use the alphabetic principles: the

idea that letters represent specific sounds to help them to decode a text. They learn to breakout
the sounds in words and make letter-sound connections. In the beginning. readers master the
code. and have numerous encounters with high-frequency. and decodable words. I n this way.
their reading requires less cffo1is ( Helman & Burns. 2008).
Variety of Grouping Strategies. Teachers use a Yariety of grouping strategies in their
literacy instructions in the classroom. Some of them are whole groups. small groups and
individual. These arrangements will provide individual attention to E L L students ( Helman &
Burns. 2008). Other strategies teachers consider for providing visual support for new words
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through pictures. objects. or actions. The teachers give opportunities to students to hear the text
by read aloud strategy and ask questions about the new words in the context and discuss meaning
as they can understand the theme. Furthermore. teachers connect the oral and written
forms of new words and students use them in their own sentences ( Helman & Burns.
2008 ) . Teachers create personal readers for students.
provide them time for reading materials daily. and choose texts that contain features to
scaffold for Ells" reading success ( Helman & Burns. 2008).
Diverse Linguistic Background. E L L students who were taught prior in their first
l anguage. they perform well when subsequently taught to read in English ( Anthony.
2008). Furthermore. when it was compared to students who are taught to read in both languages
at the same time or taught to read first in English. also perform wel l . Jn some cases, native
language instructi on in reading precede reading i nstruction in English. Students use background
knowledge for learning reading. Every E L L student has their own ability to learn. Early success
in reading is based on a students· abi lity to master core in early l i teracy constructs. Their
learning style is varied according to their background and their abi lities (Anthony.
2008). Therefore. one cannot assume that the same approaches that are effective with
monolingual English-speak ing children will work for ELL students. Understanding of students

came from diverse linguistic backgrounds is crucial because the characteristics of each language
could reasonably be expected to offer some faci litative or constraining effects on learning
reading in English. E L L students· belonging to different countries and speaking different
languages does not matter in learning reading. With all simi larities i n performance. their reading
di fficultics arc also same.
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Parents' Involvement. Parents· involvement is also an important factor for the
ehild"s reading development. It has been assumed that there is a need to develop a plan to
welcome. support and create partnership with immigrant famil ies in this diverse culture by
providing them opportunities to be involved i n the child " s academic learnings. To examine
reading strategies. approaches and resources used by teachers to improve reading skil l s of E L L
students shows teachers· perspective and involvement i n the class. B y implementing certain
strategies. approaches and convincing parents to be involved in the chil d " s academic
development is a step towards betterment ( Sharabi. at el. 2018)
Summary
English Language Learners always face difficulties in reading because their native
l anguage is not Engl i sh . No doubt teachers always make efforts to help and encourage them to
i mprove their reading abi lity. I n this regard teachers struggle to fi nd out new resources and
strategies to help the students. They try to provide them all important materials to use for
improving their reading skills. Teachers are concerned about those students so. they do efforts
for teaching them reading skills. For being successful i n academics the basic need i s to improve
reading ski l l s in Engli sh as students can learn other subjects easil y and make themselves strong
in academic language as

\veil .

Those students who are fluent in conversational English language do not face difficulty in
learning academic language. Those ELLs can understand teachers· instructions: that"s why i t " s
easy for them t o learn academic language. Even conversational language takes less time t o learn
than academic language but with the help. encouragement and eff o rts of the teacher they l earn
very quickly and easily.
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Teachers work on teaching reading to ELL students by adopting strategies. Students can
i mproye reading easily by following those steps giYen by the teacher. Teachers are quite
conscious i n supporting and helping E L L s for improving their ski l l s in reading. More l ikely
Engli sh Language Learners need extra supports vi sual support is one of them. Teachers use
multimedia. extra reading material and select proper strategies to support and
guide them. Teachers give native language support to improve their ski l ls. As they
learn new words their vocabulary become stronger. Through the learning of technical words.
they can understand the text structure and can make rich sentences. Reading informational text.
acquiring academic vocabulary and working on words are keys to i mprove reading
ski l l s. Motivation towards reading depends on teacher· s guidance. Through following a few
steps. ELL students can be good readers. Practice of read i ng makes English language learners
fast and fluent in reading. Oral reading i s a l ittle bit harder for them because there i s no chance
for repetition.
Learning Yocabulary i s the key components to improve read ing. Learning technical
words can help to understand the text. It is necessary to work on words in all aspects to improve
spel l ing and to improve vocabulary as well . Students start learning with sounds. then they learn
sig ht >vords and pronunciation of the words. Afterwards the y need to \vork on understanding

the

text because that is the point which helps ELLs learn reading. Motivation of students towards
reading is also a part of learning. Repetition is the common practice to he a good reader. Oral
reading needs hard work and more concentration. l f their \ ocabulary is strong. they can catch
the points while l i stening to the text. Students must work on words in every aspect to i mprmc
reading skil l s .
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CHAPTER THREE
Methods
This chapter focuses on the research methods used in the study. Thi s study examined the
quality of reading strategies implemented in the classroom for teaching reading to English
Language Learners. The method includes, research descriptors: research design: participants:
research instrument used to gather the data: variables: demographic and setting: research
instruments: procedure of data collection: and data analysis.
Research Descriptors
•

English Language Learners: English Language L earners are students who come

from non-English speaking backgrounds. English is their second language that ' s why
they typicall y require modified instructions in Engli sh language and in their
academics.
•

Reading strategies: Reading strategies are exp l icit, planned actions that help

translate the printed word into sounds and meaning.
•

Second language acquisition: Second language acquisition is a term to describe

learning a second language. It is a study of hO\v students learn the second language
additionally to their first language.
•

Phonics: Phonics i s a method of teaching to read by correlating sounds with

letters in an alphabetic writing system
•

Vocabulary: Vocabulary i s a body of words used i n a particular language.

Research Design
My study based on obsen ations in the mainstream c lassrooms while the teachers
teaching reading. Design of research used a qualitative approach. The study used interviews.
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observations and surveys to col lect the data to find the answers of research q uestions. Teachers
were interview ed. and students answered the survey questions with the help of parents. The
study consisted of seven students and three teachers. The observations \Vere collected three times
in a class. A survey was given to students to complete it with the help of parents and a short
interview was conducted to the teachers. Students· information was collected from the teachers
because some students did not complete the survey.
Research Participants
The target of the study was to select three teachers from the same grade level with
minimum of three E L L students in each classroom. Due to certain problems. the target had been
broken and it took a different shape. Three teachers were observed from grade 2. 3 and 4 with a
different number of students in each class. The reason was; limited E L L students in rural
Elementary schools of the M idwest I l linois.
The participants of the study were selected from grades 2, 3 and 4 in small and rural
E lementary schools of the M idwest I l linois. The participants of this study were comprised of a
number of three mainstream c lassroom teachers of grade 2. 3 and 4. belongs to two different
school districts. A different number of E L L students were in all three classes. The selection of
participant schools depended upon the pennission from the school districts and school
administration for observation in the classrooms and the avai labi lity of E L L students in the
school/class. Out of four school districts where I approached for permi ssion. only two school
districts agreed to participate in the study. Three teachers of different grades and different
schools agreed to participate in the research study whether other teachers did not agree to
participate. Some schools denied and expressed their non-interest to participate in the study.
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Variables of the Research
My topic was " Implementing reading strategies with E L L E lementary students· . so the
independent variable was teaching strategies and the dependent variable was a teacher. Students"
progress depends on teachers· strategies. that is why students were dependent variables.
Demographic and Setting
I observed 2. 3 and 4-grade classroom teachers while teaching reading by applying
d ifferent reading strategies for E L L students in the mainstream class in Elementary schools of
the M idwest I llinois. A different number of E L L students (all genders) of each class were
Spanish speaker. A l l students who were participants of the study meet the state of I l l inois
requirements for ESL i nstruction. The location of the study was in smalL rural elementary
schools in the M idwest I ll inois.
According to the demographic report of District A in 20 1 8. the total strength of teachers
in the district was 1 5 7. 1 8. 8% were male teachers. and 8 1 .2% were female. By ethnicity. 99%
were white teachers and 1 % were not reported. A total of 2.757 students were enrolled in
20 1 8. by ethnicity white 85.5%. black 4.5%. H i spanic 4.2%. Asian 1 .3%. American I ndian 0. 1 %
and two or more races 4.3%. Of students whose primary language was not English. there were
0.9% in

this district.

The District B report card in 20 1 8 showed the total number of teachers at 56. with 1 6.4%
male and 83 .3% female. By ethnicity white 90.4%. H i spanic 6%. and 3 .6% teachers
in District B were not reported. I n this district. over all 340 were students enrolled i n 20 1 8 . By
ethnicity white. 54.7%. Black 0.3%. H i spanic 44. 1 %. Asian 0.6%. and two or more races were
not rep011ed. 4.7% of the students in District B whose primary language w as not English. They
were considered Engli sh Language Learners.
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1 1 . 7% of English Language Learners were in the state of I l l inois. 0.9% in District A.

0.2% in District B. and 4. 7 in District C .
Research Instruments
The research was done by applying a qualitative methodology. This research was
conducted over three days in each grade. grade 2 . 3 . and 4. The data was
obtained by three observations in each grade level in the mainstream classrooms. Interviews
were conducted with the teachers at the end of observations and surveys were given to the E L L
students to complete with the help of parents. An interview. survey guides. and observations i n
the class were used as the instrument of this study.
Before the beginning of the class. the i nterview questionnaire was given to the teacher
and a survey was given to the ELLs. There were fifteen interview questions for the teachers and
fifteen survey questions were developed for the students. Observations of the teachers were
conducted in mainstream classrooms while teaching reading to the E L L students. Observations
were done on d ifferent weekdays during different hours of a day in the classroom. A
short interview was conducted with every teacher at the end of the observations. Questions
were asked related to teaching reading. the teacher"s career. and about the difficulties E L L
students" face in learning reading. I n the inten iews. opinions o f the teachers were collected
about the i mportance of certain phonic and vocabulary development strategies which they used
in the class. The teachers also discussed some of the factors that affected the E L L students·
learning while reading texts.
Data Collection Procedure
The researcher consulted with the different school districts by sending them an emai l .
The detail of research. a n introductory letter ( Appendix A ) from the research coordinator and
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researcher. interview questionnaire ( Appendix B ). survey ( Appendix C ) . and a letter for parents
to introduce the researcher ( Appendix D ) were attached with the email . The superintendent of the
district forwarded the request for observations to different school principals. The principal
approached teachers by sending them all the detail s and asked their willi ngness to participate i n
the study. Most of the teachers d i d not reply. some of them refused and only three teachers
agreed to participate in the study.
The Principals of three schools sent permission letters to start research in the schools with
the email addresses of participant teachers for making an appointment with them. Three
principals replied. but one principal subsequently dropped out. The researcher contacted the
teachers and fixed appointments between January and February. 20 1 9.
The data was collected by the researcher from February to March. 20 1 9. Observations
and interviews conducted which was i ndependent work of the researcher. This enabled her to
clarify research questions. Each class observation lasted almost one hour. Three observations
were held in each class. Before the observations, the researcher had given an interview
questionnaire to the teachers. so they could prepare for the interview. Interviews with each
teacher lasted between 5 - 1 0 m inutes. Since the teachers had already prepared for the interview
questions and written their answers to the questionnaire. the interviews did not take a long time.
Fourth-grader E L L students did not return the survey. so i n that class. survey was
completed with the help of the teacher. The second grader and third grader E L Ls responded
quickly and returned the survey by the next day. The research was conducted in the mainstream
classrooms where E L L s were in grades 2. 3 and 4. They vvorked on l earning reading and the
teachers taught phonics and vocabulary by applying some strategies to improve their reading
ski l l s . The researcher observed the implementation of the teaching strategies and conducted an
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interview afterward to ask the teachers about their implementation and selection of phonic and
vocabulary strategies for learning reading skills.
Data Analysis
The researcher collected the data in the elementary classrooms grade 2. 3 and 4. then
coded the data and analyzed it. for common trends or themes. The researcher used a qualitative
approach to analyze the data. utilizing descriptive analysis. The researcher developed questions
for both teachers and for students ( Appendix B&C ) and observed the reading classes. Data were
analyzed by comparing the strategies of each grade. I n this way. the most effective strategies
were found for improving reading skills in E L L students. During the open coding stage of the
data analysis. the researcher coded all strategies which were used in three days in each c l ass. The
description of the student was taken from the survey and a bit during the interview from the
teacher. The interview was conducted in both written and oral form. During the oral interview.
all points were noted on paper and i n M icrosoft Word. During observation. data was collected
and written on paper. After reading the collected data, the i mportant points were highlighted. The
researcher compared the read i ng strategies that the teachers' used and noticed the factors which
infl uenced student learning. The researcher combined and compared all data first in grade 2. then
grade 3 and lastly grade

4.

The researcher re-read the collected data

and

written theory

a second

time and analyzed it again to determine if changes were needed.
The researcher examined that by implementing reading strategics. the E L L students·
abil ity to read texts i s improved. Further. the reading strategies affected E L L students' ability to
evaluate and analyze the text. With both of these conditions being met. the strategies are
considered to he effective for the students. It was obsen ed that teachers· selection of strategies
related to phonics and vocabulary and implementation of those strategies for the E L L students in
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reading class improve students· reading abi lity to read English. During the analysis of the
reading strategies. some factors were noticed which affected students" learning.
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C HAPTER FOU R
Findings
This c hapter presents the findings o f the surveys. observations and interviews conducted
in this study. Three teachers were observed three times in a reading class and a short
interview was conducted at the end of the observations. A survey \Vas given to each Engli sh
Language Learner ( E LL ). provided information about the student and language which he/she
speaks. reads and writes.
Study # 1
The study was conducted i n school # I by observing a female teacher with five
E L L students out of 1 8 students in a 41h grade class. The E L L students could speak Spanish and
English and had E S L pull out for thirty m inutes regularly.
Survey. A survey was given to all E L L s in grade four to be completed with the help of
parents. However. none of the parents responded to the survey. The teacher provided the
information required for each student.
The survey was distributed to five E L L students. With the help of the teacher. it was discovered
that each of the E L L s was ten years old. They all spoke both Spanish and Engli sh. Three
students· parents v>ere single parents. Most mothers cannot speak. read or write English. There
v. as not any type of routine at home for improving Engli sh such as listening or
reading the news or taking language courses.
Obscn·ation. The observation was made of a female teacher in the morning. for three
days in two parts with a gap of 30 minutes. There were fi ve EL Ls in grade four. It was a
mainstream class. with E L Ls and non-ELLs. All the students were working together and
receiving the same instructions from the teacher. They all understood the i nstructions and
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replied. They all took part in discussions. Some were calm and quiet. but when the teacher asked
questions and involved them. they answered and partic ipated.
For forty minutes daily. from 8 : 5 0 A . M to 9 : 3 0 A . M . all students worked on reading.
During the reading class. the teacher worked with all students on improving vocabulary skills.
The topic was .. Imagining"". and they discussed senses. The instructions were very clear. and all
the students l istened and appeared to understand.
The teacher gave students visual support. showing pictures and videos along with the
verbal instruction. She encouraged students to engage in a verbal open discussion on the topic.
She had a vocabulary l i st and arranged a word game (Taboo Words). She created two teams in
the class. One partner from each team came to the front of the room and the teacher pronounced
the words. Students gave a synonym for that word. One point was earned by the student who
gave the synonym first. She used twenty words in this game. At the same time. she helped E L L
students pronounce the word correctly with the help o f letter-sounds and defined the meaning of
new words. I f students were stuck with meaning. she helped them by giving clues. For teaching
synonyms. she had a list of words and discussed in the c lass. A few students did not understand.
so the word. the teacher showed them pictures and gave clues.
Daily from 1 0: I 0 A . M . to I 0:40 A . M . for 30 minutes different small groups of students
worked on reading with the teacher. E L L students also worked with the teacher in small groups.
During the class. it was observed that students did not make a l i st of new words after learning.
but they were used to reading words aloud. This helped them pronounce the word correctly. The
teacher supported the E L L students with letter-sounds and repeated-reading of words for correct
pronunciation and gave them clues to understand the word. In the end. the teacher described the
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definition of the words. so that students understood the word. pronounced it correctly and used it
in sentence. I n this sequence. the last step was to make sentences of those words.
At the end of cyery week. an assessment. Word Wisdom Quiz. was arranged in the class.
All students were given a test. ELL students with the support of the pictures guessed the word.
made sentences after understanding the meaning of the words. and chose the correct word for
completing the sentences. The result of the post-test showed that almost 99% of students got an
A on the test.

Participation of the ELL students overall in the class. four students out of five did not
appear active in the class. They preferred to keep to themselves and were Yery quiet. They spoke
with other E L L students. but not other non- E L L students. They did not appear to be comfortable
with other students in the class. They participated in the game. but not in the discussion as
much.

Participation of the ELL students in one on one meeting. While in a one on one meeting
with the teacher. the students shared their ideas. connected text with their personal experiences
and talked about the text as wel l . They spoke Engli sh. but they did not have a strong vocabulary
to describe their thoughts wel l .
Interview with the teacher. The c lassroom teacher had 'J. 7 years o f teaching experience
with an M.S in Education. She was pursuing her ESL endorsement. She started her career as a
substitute teacher in the same school and later became a permanent c lassroom teacher.
In the intervie\V. she expressed that E L L students came to school with many difficulties. While
explaining this answer. she said that ELL students faced social and academic difficulties. The)
faced communication challenges such as not being able to interact with the teacher properly. I n
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academics. they cannot pronounce vocabulary wcl L struggle to understand the meaning or
definition of words. and struggle with comprehension.
She explained that after some time in the classroom and with peer help. students· social
interactions improved. but academics needs more time and hard work. For this purpose. she gave
ELL students extra help in learning pronunciations while learning new vocabulary. To improve
vocabulary students participated in. one on one oral reading each week. She believed that the
repetition of words is the best strategy for the E L L students.
While discussing extra support for the students. she explained that students need parental
support. which is very important for their development and improving academics. She discussed
the difference in the academic progress of students who receive parental support and those who
do not. Further, she said that students with a troubled family l i fe or those with a single parent
may struggle with academics or behaviour problems. Those students may feel lonely and do not
participate in the class. They are intelligent. but they are not engaged in the class.
School provided extra support for E L L students in the school. She said that the E L L
students have 3 0 minutes daily with the E S L teacher. Students learn the Engl i sh Language
with the E S L teacher. She said that with the ESL support. students learn academic English very
fast. It helps them in other subj ects. too. They interact with the E S L teacher because it is a small
group class and E L L students feel more at ease in small groups and one on one meetings.
For the selection of the strategics. she depended on the pre-test. as prior knowledge of the
students can be measured. and selection of the strategies could be properly identified according
to the language proficiency level of the students. At the end. the teacher was used to give a post
test to assess the learning of the students.
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Strategies used by the teacher in the reading class for ELLs. During the reading c lass,
the teacher used more than one strategies to deye]op the reading ski l l s of the E L Ls
•

.

She used Visual Aids to develop and understand the vocabulary. Students watched short
videos and looked at pictures to recognize words.

•

By playing a game ( Taboo Words) and implementing the Classifying Words strategy. the
teacher encouraged the students to find out the meaning of the words. She
asked twenty words overall from the whole class and expanded the l ist to double the
number of the words, which students learned by introducing synonyms.

•

The Plan of Action strategy was used for teaching synonyms to the E L L students. At
least ten words were discussed in the class. I n three days, E L L students learned almost 50
new vocabulary words.

•

The teacher applied Letter-Sound strategy for E L L students to pronounce the word
i n the correct way.

•

During vocabulary learning, students were stuck some places on how to pronounce the
word correctly. At that stage, the teacher taught them how to sound each letter by
implementing Letter-sound strategy as E L Ls can read the word with the help of the
sounds.

•

For learning reading text the teacher emphasized Oral Reading while working one on
one with the E LLs. During the oral reading, she i mplemented the Repeat Reading and
Read -aloud strategies. She asked students to read the text aloud and repeat different
words, so they can pronounce the word correctly.

Summary of Findings
•

All ELLs attended the same age group and speak Spanish and English language.
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•

The E L L s face communication. pronunciation. and reading word problems.

•

Participation i n one on one meetings shmved that the E L L s feel more comfortable in

small groups but not as much i n large groups.
•

Visual aids helped them to understand the meaning of thc words.

•

..
The students enjoyed '"fi.m leaming. The teacher arranged a game ( Taboo

Words). and students learned the maximum new vocabulary words.
•

She used Classifying Word strategy to teach the students how to find the synonym of the

word.
•

The teacher emphasized Oral Reading and repetition of words to develop fluency and

pronunciation by the students i n one on one meetings.
•

The teacher taught the E L L students to read the words with letter-sounds.

•

The teacher selected the strategies a fter a pre-test and then implemented those

strategies in the class.
•

Students learned at least 50 words in three days with practice and different activities.

When they practiced synonyms. students learned double the number of words at a time.
•

The E S L support helped students learn academics quicker. it also helped them in other

subjects and to understand the instructions.
•

The E L L students might feel hesitant to talk with other students in the class because they

were not able to communicate well. and they did not have a strong vocabulary.
•

I n some cases. their fami lies had personal issues and matters that had an e ffect on

students· progress and personality.
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Study #2
This study was conducted in school #2 by obsen ing a male teacher with one E L L student
out of 26 students in a third-grade c lassroom. The student was Spanish speaking and could not
speak any other language. He did not have special E S L teacher support from the school.
Survey. A survey was given to the E L L student to be completed with the help of
fami ly/parents. The next day the survey was returned by the student completed in the Spanish
language. According to the survey. the E L L student was nine years old. H i s home language was
Spanish. and he could not speak English. The student was unable to read or write in Spanish or
English. He was not taking any steps to learn English language l ike special language learning
c lasses. According to the survey. the E L L studenf s parents were Spanish speaking only. They
were also unable to read or write in any language. hence they did not l isten to the news or
read a newspaper.
Observation. The observation was conducted of a reading class for three days from 9: 1 5
A . M . to 1 0:00 A . M . in a mainstream c lassroom. There was one E L L student out of
26 regular students. The student did not have any E S L teacher support. H e
learned i n a mainstream classroom vvith a l l other students.
The teacher introduced d ifferent historical individuals in the c lassroom. The first da)
.
··Kate Warne·· and the second day . Nellie Bly··. While introducing the topic ··Female detective
who saved Lincoln· s Ii fe ··. students were given visual support of a short video. a picture. and a
map. There were a 5- 1 0 minute introduction and 7- 1 5 minute video about a person that explained
why they vvere being studied.
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The teacher divided the class into five small groups for 30 minutes. Each group was
assigned to di fferent tasks. One group read with the teacher and the others read independently .
The E L L student worked with the teacher and a Spanish speaking student. While working with
the ELL student. the teacher taught him l etter-sounds. They worked on three letter words like
dig. pig. wig. etc. and emphasized vowel sound · i ' . During a spel l i ng test at a place when he was
stuck to write a word. the teacher helped him with letter sounds. H e wrote all nine words
correctly and looked confident during the spell i ng test. At one time. the student worked on nine
words. A list of words with pictures was provided to the student. The meaning of the word was
translated by the Spanish speaking student in the Spanish language for the E L L student. The E L L
student worked within a small group a s wel l . During this time. h e read selected words with the
help of l etter-sounds. Peer help was given for pronunciations. He selected a story titled
''The Story of Pizza•·. The student repeated selected words to improve pronunciation. At that
stage. awareness of letter-sounds helped him. He learned beginning and ending sounds ohvords.
He practiced ten words and it appeared that it was not an easy task for the student. He struggled
to pronounce the sounds. H e did not recognize the word P IZZA. which is a cognate in the
Spanish language. This suggested that he may not know how to read Spanish.

Participation ofthe ELL student overall in the class. Participation of the ELL student in
the class was low while learning the normal routine with all students. He did not understand the
instructions and looked very calm and quiet.

Participation of the ELL students in one-on-one meeting. While working one-on-one.
he responded with what the researcher interpreted to be a friendly and understanding smile.
When l i stening to the translation in Spanish. he answered and participated. While reading
selected words. he responded wel l .
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Interview with the teacher. A verbal interview v. as conducted. and a questionnaire was
completed by the teacher at the end of the observation in the reading class. The teacher had 3 5
years o f experience with a degree of M . S . in School Counselling. He had taught grades
one through six in his career. That was the third time he taught E L L s in his career. The teacher
was Engli sh speaking. but in the c lassroom. one student was English and Spanish speaking. one
only Spanish speaking. and the rest of the students were only Engl ish speaking.
According to the teacher. the E L L students did not have any specialized E S L teacher
support in the school. The E S L teacher recently moved. and the school did not have other
resources for the student. This impacted the student" s academic progress. The c lassroom
teacher d iscussed the strength of students i n the class and said that he could not
manage suffi c ient time for the E L L student. even though the student needed ful l attention and
time for learning the language. The E L L student was Span i sh speaking and the c lassroom teacher
was Engli sh speaking so. it was hard for them to communicate. The teacher and the E L L student
could not understand each other" s language. Overall . according to the opinion of the teacher. the
student needed more time for learning phonics and vocabulary.
The teacher said that he had a bit of experience teaching E L L students. He had taught
three E L L students in his teaching career. He said that when an E L L student comes to school.
he/she faces communication challenges. Communication is a maj or problem which also affects
the students · personality. The student cannot understand the teacher·s instructions. so his
participation in class is negatively affected.
While expressing h i s views about teaching E L L students. the teacher said that learning
phonics i s important for them to learn reading. Phonics instruction helps students in letter-sounds
and in the formation of words. They learn alphabet-sounds to decode words. He said that phonics
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is the first step of learning for E L L students. Students begin learning phonics then learn to read
\Vords.
For the development of vocabulary. he provided peer-support to the student. One of the
students in the class was Spanish speaking and he helped as a translator. He translated
instructions of the teacher for the E L L student and helped him in reading cognates. The teacher
said that the peer-support and beginning levelled books are very helpful for the student to learn
new vocabulary.
The teacher expressed that visual aids also work for the students. Students see a picture
and learn the name of an item in English. He was not sure if the home language is supportive for
the E L L student or not. He said that the better way is to place emphasis on phonics and get help
from books because they need to learn the formation of letter-sounds leading to words.
As per the teacher. the student had a lack of parental support. His fam i l y was not getting
involved in school or classroom activities. Thi s might be because of the language barrier. He
compared the current E L L student with a previous Chinese student and said the d ifference
between the amounts learned by the two students is huge. The Chinese student learned
academics and how to socialize in the English language quickly. Her performance i n other
subjects was also impressive. Her parents were involved in the classroom and school. They
showed attentiveness of the student and provided her with support in academics and
adj ustment to the classroom. The teacher said that the Chinese parents were very
active. were regularly in touch with the teacher and the student was very confident. While
making the comparison he described that the current student was not confident. and his parents
did not actively participate in classroom activities. Despite this howewr. the teacher observed
that the student understands things quickly. The teacher said that he does not kno\\
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about the E L L student" s family because they never met with the teacher. They were previously i n
contact with the former E S L teacher.
Strategies used b)' the teacher in the reading class for ELL students. The teacher
applied multiple strategies within the observation period.
•

The Single Letter Di fferences· strategy to help the student learn letter-sounds for reading
words.

•

H e applied the Following Rule strategy to teach phonics. A vowel in the middle of one
syllable words beginning and ending in a consonant (CVC-consonant vowel consonant)
has the short sound l ike a pig. wig. etc.

•

The teacher applied Repetition of the Letter strategy and asked the student to repeat the
sound more than one time. By blending different letter-sounds. the teacher supported the
student to form a word then asked the student to repeat the word.

•

The Letter-sound strategy was used for the E L L s to teach him the sounds of the letters of
the alphabet. Alphabetic sounds. beginning and ending consonant sounds help him to
make a three-letter word easi ly.

•

V isualization was used to help students to see a word and understand the meaning
through pictures. It helped students develop Yocabulary in English.

•

For learning vocabulary. the teacher used the Previewing Unfam i l iar-Vocabulary
Strategy. Students read selected words from the gi ven text. The teacher used the Lctter
sounds strategy and encouraged students to read unfami l i ar words.

Summary of Findings
•

The pm1icipation level of the student in the mainstream classroom was poor because he
could not understand English.
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•

While working in a one on one setting. the student learned nine new words to read and
spell in a week with the help of letter-sounds.

•

Peer-support in his home language worked for the E L L student to understand the
instructions of the teacher. A Spanish speaking student worked as a translator for the E L L
student. H e translated English instructions to Spanish.

•

When understanding words developed with the help of letter-sound. he tried to read new
words from a magazine. It showed that the peer-support in home language helps.

•

The E L L s performed well i n a spelling test. Practicing letter-sounds helped him to read.
spell and pronounce the word correctly.

•

For learning vocabulary. visual aids helped him recognize the word and improve
vocabulary.

•

Home language played a crucial part in understanding the meaning of the words.

•

The E LL student needed extra support for adjusting in the c lassroom. I f the student has
parent support. they adj ust easily otherwise they face chal lenges in adj ustment.

•

Parents' active involvement can build student" s confidence.

•

The ELL student understood the instructions o f the teacher with peer-support. read
unfami liar words with the help of l etter-sounds. and understood the meaning of words
\vith visual support. This showed that applied strategies were selected according to the
level of the student and were hel pful for E L L student.

Study #3
The study was conducted in school # 2 by observing a female teacher with one E L L
student and twenty-one regular students in 2nd grade.
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The E L L student was in a mainstream c lassroom. She did not have special E S L support
in the school. The student could not speak the Engl i sh language and Spani sh was her home
language. She could understand and speak Spanish only. Her fami l y was a non-English speaking
family. She l ived with guardians.
Survey. A survey was given to the ELL student in the class to complete with the help of
guardians. On the second day of the observation. the completed survey was received.
According to the survey. the student was seven years old and l ived with guardians. She could
speak her home language only and did not have access to learn Engli sh . The survey shared that
the student can read and write Spanish. Her guardian did not read. write or speak English. There
was no routine at her home to watch television news in Engli sh or to read an English
newspaper.
Observation. I observed a female teacher in a mainstream class for three days in the
afternoon from 1 2 :20 to I :20 pm i n reading class. The teacher started reading class exactly on
time. There were two segments of the reading class. one was read-aloud. and another was small
group reading time.
Each part lasted for 30 minutes. All the students sat on the carpet in one group near the
teacher. They worked on fables during observation week. The teacher read-aloud the story for all
students showed them a few pictures of the story and asked questions during the reading. All
students in the class looked very excited before starting the story as they asked about the title of
the story. characters. and theme. The E L L student did not participate. She was j ust looking
around at other students and playing with her hands. It showed that she was not understanding
the conversation between the teacher and other students of the class. During the read-aloud. the
teacher asked questions and students ans\vered and participated in a discussion about the story.
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They all enjoyed. asked questions. shared views and connected the text with personal lives. but
the E L L student had no fac ial expressions or conversation with the teacher. The teacher did not
involve the ELL student in those activities. After completing the story. the teacher gave the
· character Rap Sheer to the regular students to complete. Again. a d i scussion started in the c l ass
and all students with the help of the teacher completed a Character Rap Sheet.
In the next part of reading the teacher div ided students into five groups. Each group was
assigned a separate activity l ike individual reading and l i stening to text on laptops. During this
time. the teacher worked one-on-one with the E L L . She used technology. with the help of
Google Translator. to have the same story translated to Spanish and the ELL l i stened the story.
At that time. the E L L student gave facial expressions. and it looked l ike she understood the story.
The questions and i nstructions from the teacher were also translated and the student
responded and answered. The answers were not detailed. but at least she tried. She worked on a
Character Rap Sheet as wel l . For the improvement of vocabulary. the teacher pronounced a word
and told her the meaning with the help of Google Translator.
During thi s time. the teacher also helped her with phonics. She selected four letters l ike
L K. W. and .I and taught letter-sounds then showed pictures with the names of same beginning

sounds. Whi le tel ling her letter-sounds. the teacher read the picture name and asked the student
to repeat the word. In this way. she practiced 20 words with the help of letter-sounds and the
pronunciation of words. All words were presented \\ ith visual aids showing pictures. The teacher
told her the sound of a letter and the student found the picture with the same beginning sound.
Findings showed that the teacher did not kmm about the studcnf s background and about
her prior knowledge. The teacher did not know of any academic records of the student. While
asking the question about studenfs prior knowledge. the teacher explained that she is not aware
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of the studenfs academic background and she could not have a chance to meet with parents or
guardians since she was enrolled in her class. She described that the studenfs family is not
involved in the c lass/school . The parents or guardians of the student did not attend the school or
class activities.

Participation of the ELL students overall in the class. The observation and interview
both showed that the studenr s participation in the class was not active. During read-aloud she
did not understand the l anguage so. she was showing the calmness and when she got instructions
through the translator. she repl ied.

Participation of the ELL students in one 011 one meeting. While working one-onone with the teacher. the E L L studenf s participation was not excellent. but she at least tried to
think about the story and answer the q uestions. The answers were not detailed. mostly there was
a one-word answer.
Interview with the teacher. The class teacher has three years· experience in the teaching
field with a Bachelor of Science in Early Childhood and E L L endorsement. She started her
career in the same school as a second-grade teacher. She had taught E L L students twice in her
teaching career within a mainstream classroom.
While asking interview questions. the teacher expressed that the E L L student came to
school with many difficulties. There i s a communication problem when the students cannot
speak the Engl ish language because they cannot interact wel l with other
students or teachers. While continuing her answer. she expressed that there was no support by an
E S L teacher for the students. so their progress was very slow. She compared human support with
non-human support. She had a Translator Google App in her mobile phone which translates
instructions to Spanish for the student. hut she said that there i s not a substitute for human
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support for an E L L student. The need for an E S L teacher is a constant factor which affects the
progress of E L L students.
The teacher said that the E L L s face more than one difficulty in the classroom. The)
cannot interact with the teacher and academically the main problem is language. They do not
speak English so they cannot understand instructions v. el l . She said that in general. we see that
unfamiliar vocabulary. grammar usage. and low academics in Engl i sh are major di fficulties
which students face. Weak academics in a home-language are a challenge because a teacher
cannot give them support in a home language to learn reading in Engli sh.
Furthermore. she said that the ELL in her classroom i s new. having joined j ust a few
weeks begore and the student did not mingle with other students. At the same time.
she explained that during recess time the student plays with everyone. She did not hesitate during
play time.
According to the teacher. the student comes to school neat and clean and she receives
responses to school notes from the guardians as soon as possible. The teacher does not know
whether the student" s family has help replying to the note by another person or not.
The teacher believes that a home language can be helpful for the E L L to learn. I f the
student knows the home language. they can understand things with the support of home
language. For the E L L student. E S L teacher supp011. visual aids. background knowledge. and
scaffolding support is imperative to improve reading skills.
The teacher was '"aiting for the third term parent/teacher conference to meet with the
guardians or family of the student to discuss the progress of the student. She said that they
might hesitate to speak with the teacher or to be im oh ed in the classroom activities because
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of the language barrier. The situation was ditfrrent when the ESL teacher was i n school . She
arranged meetings with the student" s fam ily and played the role of a translator.
While telling about further support for ELL students. she indicated different online
programs like Epic! Books. Starfall .com. ABCya.com and febblego.com for the support of social
studies and science. These programs arc available for the student to have help in
listening to pronunciations with visual support. She said that visual aids. working one
on one. and letter recognition strategies arc effective for the E L L student.
Conflicts between Statements. According to the teacher. the E L L student attended the
school regularly. She looks very friendly. Even though she does not know the language. she
plays with other students. It shows that the student is not hesitant and is quite confident.
At the same time. she said that the E LL student is shy in the class and she is just trying to
adj ust hersel f in the c lass. Although during recess time and P.E time she mingles with everyone.
The teacher said that the E L L student cannot read or write in Spanish. which is her home
language. However. the survey says that the student can read and write Spanish. According to the
teacher. the student was asked to write about her family in her home l anguage. but she could not
and said that she does not know how to read or write in Spanish
Strategies used by the teacher in the reading class for E LLs. The teacher used different
strategies to develop the E L L student"s reading skills. She selected a few strategies according to
the level of the student.
•

To develop phonics the teacher used Letter Recognition strategy as students learn letter
sounds.

•

She used Read- Aloud strategy and Contextual Repetition strategy for the ELLs to help
her pronounce the word correctly.
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•

Visual aids were used to develop her vocabulary and understand the meaning o f the
word.

•

Google Translator was used to translating the instructions. lessons and to
aid communication.

Summary of Findings
•

The E L L student faced communication. vocabulary. grammar and low academics

problems in English.
•

I n the beginning. the E L L student did not respond wel l during regular class because o f

the l anguage barrier.
•

Google Translator was helpful for the teacher to convey the lesson and instructions by

translating information from Engli sh to Spanish.
•

Google Translator translated communication from English to Spanish and Spanish to

Engl ish.
•

One on one work made students at ease to talk to the teacher and they got extra support

according to the level of the student.
•

To develop phonics. the teacher used the Letter-Recognition strategy for the student. The

teacher taught letter-sounds and help the student read the word.
•

The student learned twentv new vocabularv words in the class on a dailv basis.

•

The teacher used Read-aloud strategy to read the word for the student and show her

,I

.,·

..

picture.
•

The teacher used Contextual Repetition strategy. repeated the word many ti mes

and the student followed her. In this way. the student learned to pronounce the word
correct Iv.
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•

The E L L student needed E S L teacher support because there is a language barrier. The

E S L teacher could be the best support for her to develop her reading skills.
•

Parents could give student support in the home language: they could help

to increase confidence and give them more practice by fol lowing the tcacher· s model. In this
way. the student could develop vocabulary i n double and take less time in learning phonics.
This will help the E L L student achieve the academic target and reach the grade level .
•

The student responded well and learned to pronounce twenty words.

•

The teacher· s lack of awareness about the studenf s prior knowledge could be a challenge

for the teacher to select the proper strategies.
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C HAPTER F I V E
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to assess the quality of reading strategies used with English
Language Learners in different mainstream classes and the implementation of reading strategies
in reading classes for E L L students. When new E L L students admit to a school and come in a
c lassroom. they face chall enges in learning. This study placed emphasis on different difficulties
they face in academics especially learning phonics and vocabulary while they develop reading
skil ls. Reading plays a fundamental role in the development of academic skills of a student.
Learning phonics and vocabulary are main and founding components to develop reading skills of
E L L students.
ELL Students
This study found two types of E L L students in schools. Study # 1 was held i n grade 3. This
mainstream class had five E L L students and they spoke both Spanish and English. Their home
language was Spanish. They could be considered bilingual students. They could interact i n
English. but they d i d not have enough vocabulary to express their ideas completely. They faced
communication problems hut not that much because they could understand English. Over all.
they did not hesitate to participate in the class. but were less talkative and preferred to be calm in
the class. Students· language ski l l s play a vital part in their learning. especially for the ELL
students. l f the students speak the language in which instructions \Vere given in class. it could he
easy for them to follow the teacher. I n that case. their learning might not he slowed down. hut
they could work in a mainstream class \vith regular students.
Studies #2 and 3 were held in different mainstream classes of the same school . Grade
2 and 3 E L L students were participants of the study. Each grade had one F L L student. and they
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were monolingual students: they spoke their home language only and their home language was
not English . They could not communicate with classmates

or

teachers in English. They were

hesitated to participate in the class conversation. so they kept themselves wry calm and
quiet. They might avoid being active i n the class because they do not understand the l anguage.
Difficulties ELL Students Face
The findings of thi s study showed that almost all E L L students faced communication
problems. In studies I . 2 . and 3. all E L L students were very quiet and calm in the class.
They did not participate in the class. There were language barriers so. they could not express
themselves. Their participation in a mainstream c lass was poor because they could not
understand the language. Their interaction with the teacher and other students was nil. During
lecture. they seemed i nattentive and disengaged.
E L L students face pronunciation problems. Their accents due to their home language may
cause chall enges when they pronounce the sounds of d ifferent letters and words. Speaking i s
challenging for E L L students. It i s more complex part o f learning for them than vocabulary and
grammar ( Li . 20 1 6. P. 5 3 ) . They may have smaller vocabularies so. do not participate i n
discussions o n different topics in the class or struggle t o understand the meaning of the text.
I t was noticed during this study that most of the ELL students could not read or write in their
home language. The survey shO\ved that out of seven E L L students. four students could not
read or write in the home language. Due to low academics in the home language they faced
diffi c ulty in learning because they could not understand content in either language. If the
students have low academics in both languages. they face challenges learning reading skills.
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Implementation of Certain Strategics for ELL Students
Studies # 1 . 2. and 3 showed that the E L L student faced communication. phonics and
vocabulary problems. In studies # I . and 3 . one on one instructions work for the students and a
clear difference was showed that the students were comfortable to talk in that setting and
participated in small group d i scussions. Even with a smaller vocabulary. students tried to convey
their opinion. gave their views. and discussed the topic. Due to smal l vocabulary. E L L
students struggled. and their participation was affected. They needed more one o n one meetings
with the teachers. but there was a question that in a mainstream class where 1 826 students were learning under the supervision of one classroom teacher. I s the classroom
teacher able to give E L L s that much time?
The teachers selected visual aids for the E L L students as they developed their vocabulary and
understood words and content by watching pictures and videos. The teacher selected strategies
according to the students' academic level. V isual aids helped students recognize the word and
understand the topic and looking at a picture helped them understand the word meaning. A l l
teachers used visual aids for the students frequently in different strategies.
Study # I show s that the teacher placed emphasize on fun learning for the E L L students. She
arranged a game. Taboo Word. for the students to develop vocabulary skills. She employed
the Classifying Word strategy and Plan of Action strategy to find the synonym of a word. In this
way. students learned at least fifty words in three days. This showed that students were learning
new vocabulary words so quickly. Students made sentences of new words: showing that they
i mproved their learning. Oral Reading strategy was implemented for improving the fluency of
the students as students recognize and read the word quickly. This way they can be fluent in
reading text. Repetition of vvords strategy implemented to develop their pronunciation so that
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E L L students repeated the words more than one time and pronounced it correctly. These
strategies were used any time when students hesitated in pronouncing the w ord or when teacher
thought words were hard to pronounce for them.
Studies #2 and 3 showed that the students needed home language support to understand the
instructions of the teacher. The teachers suggested peer-support and Google Translator for the
E L L student because the c lassroom teachers could not speak Spanish and did not have any other
resource to translate instructions for the student. There was no special E S L teacher support for
the students. As a result. the students did not have any special resource to l earn reading. While
teaching readi ng. both teachers paid extra attention to the E L L students. Both ELL students of
study #2 and 3 did not know how to read a word of English. So the teachers worked to
teach alphabets and letter-sounds for building words. The students recognized the word with the
help of pictures. In study #2. the teacher showed the p ictures, pronounced the word and pointed
out all letters of the word with sounds by using S ingle Letter D i fference Strategy so the student
understood word making. They completed a l ist of three letter words that emphasized the vowel
sound · i · . implemented Fol lowing Rule strategy by using spelling pattern CVC (consonant vowel
consonant) rule. it was easy for the students to learn spelling by making sounds. While in study
#3. the teacher selected a few letters and taught sounds by applying Letter-sound and Lettcr
recognizing strategies. pointed out word and picture at the same time as student pronounce the
word and understand the meaning. By using Contextual Repetition strategy. the teacher taught
different letters and asked student to repeat the words. At the same time. she implemented Rcad
aloud strategy. Students read the letter and named of the concerned picture loudly. Both teachers
used different supports like peer support and Google Translator for conveying instructions. Peer
support was given for the practice of words as well . Before taking the formal spelling test. the
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teacher gave an informal oral spelling test to check the learning of the student. Peer support for
the ELL student also helped the teacher manage the class. Otherwise. it could be hard for the
teacher to manage time in reading class for regular students and the E L L student separately.
While in study #3 the teacher engaged all other students i n independent reading and she worked
with the ELL student one on one. Both teachers applied different strategies and implemented in
different way. but their target for the students was same teaching phonics and vocabulary
because both ELL students· language proficiency level was same.
Effective Strategies
Findings during the interview showed that all teachers selected strategies according to the
students' language proficiency level. The teachers relied on pre-test for selecting the strategies.
The score of the pre-test indicated what academic help students were needed and at what level
they were able to work.
The teachers implemented different strategies for teaching phonics and vocabulary in the
mainstream c lassroom. They provided extra support to E L L students as needed. The students
worked on phonemes and phonics at one time for learning words quickl y . They implemented
A lphabet Recognition and Letter- Sound strategy when students faced difficulty pronouncing a
word. That proved w ith the performance of the students that Letter-Sound strategy was effective
for them to make their pronunciation correct. Together with that the teachers
implemented Repetition of Word strategy. In study # I . after correcting the pronunciation.
students repeated the word a couple of times first individually and then as a whole class. whether
in study # 2 and 3 . the students worked with one on one support. so they repeated the words
individually. I n this way. students learned to pronounce the word correctly and fluently. The
teacher implemented Oral Reading strategy while working one on one with E L L students to
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practice reading ski lls. For the improvement of vocabulary. V isual Aids and fun activities
to teach new vocabulary and work on synonyms helped students to learn several words at a
time.
V isual aid supported the E L L students to develop vocabulary and understand the word. I n
study #2. for repetition o f words. translate the instructions and practice pronouncing new words
peer-support helped the E L L student. whil e in study #3 Google Translator played a role of a
translator. One on one support by the teacher. helped students to work with the home language
support.
The strategies which used by the teacher for teaching phonics were Letter-Sounds and Letter
Recognition. Contextual Repetition strategy was used to repeat the words many times so
the student could pronounce the word correctly. There was l ittle bit difference in selection and
implementation of strategies. but al I studies showed that the approach of the teachers towards the
learning of the students· l anguage proficiency was same. A l l teachers taught phonics and
vocabulary to the students by implementing d ifferent strategies and a l l strategies were effective
for them because selection of the strategies was made according to the academic need of the
students. Students gave response and learned phonics and vocabulary.
Results
All three studies in grade levels 2. 3. & 4 with observations. surveys
and teacher interviews showed that E L L students face simi lar difficulties of communication.
phonics. low vocabulary and pronunciation in learning reading skil l s . Their interaction with
other students and with the teacher is quite minimal .
I n phonics. the E L L students face d i fliculty in recognizing letters and sounds. They are not
familiar with the letter sounds.

All E L L students had low academics in English so. the first step
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of all teachers was teaching phonics. Teachers used Letter-Sound and Letters-Recognizing
strategies for the students to recognize the letters and learn sounds. In this \Vay students learned
beginning sounds of the words as wel l . By learning different spell ing pattern. students grasp on
sounds more accurately. These strategies help students learn phonics as they can read the word.
For vocabulary learning. the teachers emphasises visual aids because the E L L students might
be low in academics in a home language. so the teachers were unable to provide support in
the home language to help students understand the word. Vocabulary was small so: E L L
students did not participate i n class discussions. The teachers provided E L L students visual aids
by showing videos and p ictures. so they could understand the meaning of the naming words and
develop vocabulary. The use of visual aids was a common support for the E L L students
to learn the new words and develop vocabulary quicker. The teachers emphasised learning
synonyms because in that way the students could explore the meanings of the word and develop
vocabulary.
For improving pronunciation of words, teachers used Oral-Reading and Repetition of Words
strategies. These strategies improved E L L students' abi lity to read the text correctly and
fluently. Repetition of words helped students to learn correct pronunciation of the word and
fluency to read them. Working one on one was a good time for E L L students to learn reading
skills. Learning reading in a one on one setting provides E L L s an opportunity to discuss the new
words and text with the teacher.
This study indicates that the E L L students need extra time for learning reading because of
low academics in English and home l anguage. It is hard for teachers in a mainstream class to
manage time for all students. That is why special E S L support is important for the ELL students
to improve reading skills. One on one meetings \\ ith students to learn reading is an effective
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support because students do not feel hesitation and confidently participate in different activities.
Arranging activities for E L L students is a time-consuming task. The students need home
language support and in some classrooms the teachers use translators or peer-support. it
consumes almost double time to accompl ish a task. It is the same when i mplementing certain
strategies for E L L students to learn reading. They need more practice for learning sounds and
need more t i me for oral reading.
A Task of Time Management for the Teachers
From the overall scenario of studies 1 . 2. & 3 . the teachers were working with E L L students
in a mainstream class with regular students. They try to manage time for all students equal ly.
The assumption of this study shows that the teachers face chall enges if they have E L L students
and regular students in a classroom. lt i s difficult for them to provide instructional time to all
students. I f a school provides ESL support. the c lassroom teacher can manage the class
in a better way. At the same time. E L L students could have especial extra support which should
make them able to learn reading skills quicker. so they can reach the standard of the mainstream
class. I n this scenario. the work load and responsibilities would be d ivided between the teachers.
In study # 1 the students have E S L teacher support. so learning occurs more quickly. Whether in
study # 2 and 3 the students do not have E S L teacher support. so their learning is slower. The
classroom teacher has more challenges to manage time \vith them to learn reading. In study #2.
the classroom teacher used peer-support for the E L L student because out of necessity because the
teacher could not manage the time required.
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Other Factors
This study indicates that there are many other factors which i n fl uence the
learning of reading by E L L students. Reading is the main area in which E L L students need more
attention and help to learn because it is the base of all academic skills.
ELL students need extra support from the school to learn reading. Some schools do not have
special E S L teacher support for students. I n that case. students suffer i n improving reading
skil l s . They need extra support in home language too. but c lassroom teachers do not know their
home languages. Parents should be involved in school and c lass activities as they
can support students in home language. if they need. E L L parents are basically engaged in their
c hi l d ' s education at home and out of the home ( L i . 20 1 6) . F am i l y involvement in schools
increases students' engagement in schools and their rate of achievement also i ncrease ( Edwards,
L i . Gunderson. 20 I 0). The E L L students need more time to develop reading skil l s to reach grade
level. The students need frequent one on one instruction to improve reading skills. They need
more time from the teacher. Teachers are unable to do that because they cannot manage all
of the responsibilities in a mainstream c lassroom and also provide support. Students hesitate to
participate in the c lassroom discussions. Schools or districts need to arrange extra support for the
E L L students. If an E S L teacher is not available. one should be hired as a part time teacher
or arrange volunteers to work with students. The school or district needs to set this up for the
betterment of the E L L students.
Further Research
•

Further research to this study could be done on the educational resources which can be

provided for the E L L students to improve their reading skills in a normal mainstream class.
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•

Further research needs to be done from students· side that would be on students·

work. After implementing certain reading strategics what would be the academic
performance of the students and how it could be improved'?
•

Additionally. parent's involvement in the further research would indicate the difficulties

their children face to improve the reading skills. I n further research. parent's non
involvement in the school and class can be researched.
•

Moreover. implementation of certain reading strategies can be compared in different
classrooms of same grade level . As the way o f implementation o f certain strategies and
the effect of same strategies implementing by different teachers in same grade level can
be found.

That could be other side of the picture. In further research, the d i fference of implementation
of different reading strategies by different teachers at the same grade level. need
of educational supports for the E L L students to improve their reading skills and reasons of
parents· non- involvement in the classroom and school should be researched.
Conclusion
This research on reading strategies found that the classroom teachers selected strategies for
E L L students in a mainstream c lass by considering their language proficiency level . As the E L L

students face pronunciation. communication and sounds recognition problems. teachers selected
phonics and \'ocabulary strategies for them. The students improved their phonics and vocabulary
step by step. but they needed more practice. so their learning could happen faster. In this slow
learning process. it could be hard for the students to achieve their reading skills quickly enough
to reach the appropriate grade level.
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The E L L students develop phonics and vocabulary by applying different strategies. The
students who are b i lingual and have E S L teacher support learn more new \Vords than students
who are monolingual. speak their home language and do not have E S L teacher support. It shows
that selection of reading strategies and the way of implementing reading strategies was effective
and according to the level of the students. The selected strategies gave the students a positive
result in learning reading skills.
Thi s problem can be solved by involving ELL more in the class and giving them enough
time. The E L L students need more time for learning reading because their academic knowledge
may be lower than regular students. Parents· involvement would be perfect for them because
they are already participating i n children· s learning.
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Appendix A- Letter for permission
Letter for permission from school district

To Whom It May Concern :
Nelofar Khamisani. a graduate student i n the Masters of E lementary Education with
an emphasis in ESL at Eastern I l l inois U niversity. requests perm i ssion to conduct
research within the elementary school c lassrooms in your d i strict.
Her thesis requires observation of the teachers in elementary c lassrooms where E S L
students are present. M s . Khamisani i s interested i n observing the teaching
characteristics of K-3'0 grade teachers. with ESL students. and the different strategies
they are using to help their students learn to read. The 2-3 requested observations per

teacher ( 1 -3 teachers total for the study) would require m inimal interference to the
c lassroom. After the observations in the c l assrooms, M s . Khamisani would l ike to

interview the teacher about the strategies used as well as d istribute a questionnaire for
the parents of the ESL students that participated i n the teaching episode.

I ncluded with this request letter are copies of the questionnaires for both the parents
and the teachers who may volunteer for the study. We appreciate your willingness to
accommodate thi s request. You are helping our future teachers to become better
prepared in thi s exciting profession. Please contact me if you have any questions or
concerns.
Thank you!
Dr. Jeanne Okrasinski , Chair and A ssociate Professor

Nelofar Khamisani

Teaching. Learn i ng & Foundations Department
Eastern I l l inois U niversity

Teaching. Leaming & Foundations
Eastern I l l inois U niversity

Phone: 5 8 1 -5728

Email : nakhamisani@.eiu.edu

E-Mai l :

jeokrasinski/(i1eiu.edu
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Appendix B- I nterview/Questionnaire
Questions for teachers

Date:

•

Name:

•

Highest Degree in Education:

•

Years of Teaching experience:

•

School:

•

Grade level:

•

What languages are spoken i n the classroom?

•

Please describe services are provided for ELLs in this district/school/classroom?

•

•

•

•

•
•

What experiences or training do you have in working with ELLs? (ESL endorsement; working
with ELL students for X years, etc)
What kind of difficulties do your ELLs face in learning to read/improving their reading?
Do you teach phonics in your classroom? Do you believe phonics is important for your ELLs in
regards to their reading skills? Why do you believe so?
What do you do in your classroom to help your ELLs improve their vocabulary skills?
What strategies do you tend to use to teach or improve reading skills for your ELLs?
Why do you believe those strategies are effective in helping your ELLs learn to read or improve
their reading skills?

•

Do )'OU belieYe home language can help students in learning a new language?

•

What evidence do you have to support this belief?

•

What kind of extra help do ELLs need in learning to read?

•

What kind of difficulties do ELL students face in improving reading (phonetics, vocabulary)?
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Appendix C-Survey
Questionnaire for Parents

Date:

School:

•

Name of the student:

•

Name of the parent/guardi an :

•

Age:

•

Grade level:

•

Home language:

•

Any other languages which the student can speak:

•

Any other language which the student i s learning (aside from English) :

For the next questions, please mark Yes o r N o
•

Can student write i n home l anguage?

•

Can student read i n home language?

•

Can father/mother speak English language?

•

Can father/mother write i n English?

•

Can father/mother read English?

•

Do parents read/listen to news in English?

•

Does the student make a list of new words in English?

•

Does the student repeat out loud the new English words?

Yes

No
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Appendix D-lntroduction for Parents
Dear Parents.
My name is Nelofar Khamisani. I will be in your child"s class with Ms/Mr. . . . . . for
some time in this term to fi l l up my research requirement. My research requirement is to observe
teacher in reading class. I am a graduate student of Elementary Education with emphasis on ESL
in Eastern I l l inoi s University.
I was born and raised in Pakistan. I have couple of years teaching experience in
Pakistan and in U nited Arab E mirates. My husband and I came the U nited States of America for
getting a master"s degree. We both with our three cute daughters l ive in Charleston.
This spring is going to be very memorable for me because I am planning to be
graduated in this semester after completing my research work. I am very excited to be in your
child "s class.

Sincerely.
Nelofar Khamisani
Department of Teaching. Learning & Foundation
Eastern I l l i nois University
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Appendix E-Strategies
I.

Letter-Recognition

2.

Letter-Sound

,
-'

.

Read-Aloud

4.

Oral-Reading

6.

Repeat-Reading

7.

Contextual-Repetition

8.

Classifying-Word

1 0.

Pre-Viewing U nfami l i ar Vocabulary

15

Peer support

16

Visual Aids

This strategy used to fam iliar the
letters to the students ( Lens.
M i ller (2009).
This strategy used to knO\v the
speech sounds associated with
written letters as putting these
sounds together to form a word
( Li . Ed\\ ards. Gunderson. 2 0 1 0).
Read-aloud is the reading of
books out loud with the use of
expression and active
participation of the listener
through predicting. discussion.
and checking for understanding
( Herrell & Jorden. 2008).
This strategy used with E LLs.
teachers pay attention to
different i ssues l i ke fluency
according language proficiency
level. grade level (Xu, 20 I 0) .
This strategy helps students to
read the word fl uently ( Lems. &
Miller, 2009).
This strategy used to repeat the
word multiple times by seeing
and hearing ( G i l lon. 20 1 8)
Classify word strategy is used to
classify words l ike function and
meaning of words ( X u. 2 0 1 0).
Thi s strategy provides
translation to home language for
unknown words by using
different supports ( H errell &
Jorden. 2008 ) .
Peer support promotes language
development. concept
acqui sition and cognitive
growth. It personalizes and adds
a social element to learning and
instructions ( Reiss. 2008 ) .
I !is strategy supports words with
graphic representation.
Incorporate pictures. photos.
maps. tables or anvthing which

Strateuv
C•

Strategy

Strategy

Strategy

Strategy

Strategy

Strategy

Strategy

S upport

Support
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19

Taboo-Word

you have to i l lustrate the
meaning ( Reiss. 2008).
The board game Taboo has
several versions. I t can be used
effectively with students from
those with limited Engl i sh to
students who have a higher
degree of language competency.
The goal of all versions of this
game i s to guess a word by
l istening description ( Fl ora.
2009)

Game

